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GM Team, Defra  
Area 3B, Nobel House  
17 Smith Square 
London   SW1P 3JR 
 
By email to gm-consultation@defra.gsi.gov.uk  
 
Dear Madam/Sir, 
 
Re: Application from Rothamsted Research to release genetically 
modified camelina, reference 14/R8/01 
 
We are writing on behalf of GM Freeze, EcoNexus, Food & Water Europe, GM Free Dorset, the 
Organic Research Centre, PC & RA Lundgren, the Soil Association and Whole Organic Plus to 
object to the above application from Rothamsted Research to release genetically modified (GM) 
Camelina sativa into the environment from April 2014. 
 
GM Freeze is a non-profit campaign group supported by a wide alliance of organisations and 
individuals sharing the public’s deep concern about the speed at which genetic modification is 
being introduced into food and farming. We do not object to the technology itself but are concerned 
about the impacts its current incarnations have on people and our natural environment. 
 
The Soil Association is the UK’s leading membership charity campaigning for healthy, humane and 
sustainable food, farming and land use.   
 
EcoNexus is a not-for-profit public interest research organisation analysing developments in 
science and technology and their impacts on the environment and society. 
 
Our concerns include, as detailed below:  
 

• The significant potential for seed dispersal by wildlife. 
• Pollen dispersal and potential for outcrossing and cross-hybridisation.  
• The effects of both the deliberately conferred traits and unintended effects. 
• Food safety and future use. 
• The use of an antibiotic resistance marker gene. 

 
Dispersal of seed 
The applicant states, “Dispersal of seed prior to harvest by wind is unlikely, but possible by 
wildlife.” (Part II, 6)  
 
Indeed Rothamsted Research itself is so concerned about the impact of seed dispersal that it goes 
on to suggest undermining the stated purpose of the trial (to determine yield and agronomic 
performance) by proposing that “to minimise the possibility of seed loss, the plants will be 
harvested just prior to full maturity”. (Part VII, 35 (b)) 
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The applicant’s risk assessment (fourth row, “Potential effect on human or animal health due to 
introduced Omega 3 long chain polyunsaturated fatty acids”) acknowledges that, “Small mammals, 
such as mice, invertebrates and birds, may also come into contact and/or ingest plant material.” 
However the proposed mitigation completely neglects small mammals and invertebrates, stating 
only that, “Appropriate physical barriers and/or deterrents will be employed to minimise access by 
large mammals and birds.” 
 
The presence of small burrowing or soil dwelling animals such as slugs, snails, voles and mice 
must be assumed to be a significant factor, and the complete absence of mitigating measures 
against these routes for seed dispersal is a serious flaw in this application. We have serious 
questions as to: 
 

• How the applicant will prevent small mammals from carrying seeds away for storage 
(including by burial, effectively “planting” the seed outside the perimeter of the trial).  

• What measures the applicant will have in place to control seed drop by small animals 
(including slugs and snails) travelling across the trial area’s boundaries, whether through 
their own locomotion or by being caught and transported significant distances by birds. 

 
Many potential scenarios would create unwanted and potentially irretrievable gene flow, and we 
suggest, therefore, that the applicant’s risk assessment, in neglecting these points, is not robust 
enough to gain consent under both EU and UK law.  
 
As described below it should also be assumed, until reliable evidence to the contrary is available, 
that the seed oils with altered nutritional content could increase, rather than decrease, the seed’s 
attractiveness to local wildlife. Until the leakiness of this system is remedied and such gene flow 
routes are prevented, application of the precautionary principle means consent for open release 
cannot be considered safe for the environment. 
 
Dispersal of pollen and cross-hybridisation 
The applicant describes Camelina microcarpa and Camelina alyssum as the only known close 
relatives that cross hybridise with the crop to be trialled (C. sativa) and makes a number of 
references (Part VII, 35; Part A4, Summary and several items in detailed risk assessment) to the 
fact that there are no sexually compatible species present within the Rothamsted estate. Although 
the applicant assures us that there are no wild relatives of C. sativa on the Rothamsted estate, we 
cannot find any specific mention in the application of the presence or absence of wild C. sativa 
itself, either on the estate or within a bee flight range of 5km, and respectfully request clarification 
of this point given the significance of the omission if it is not a simple typographic error. 
 
The source quoted by the applicant in dismissing the potential for cross-hybridisation describes a 
number of species within the Camelineae tribe as having the potential to interbreed with C. sativa, 
including Capsella bursa-pastoris (Shepherd’s Purse), Neslia paniculata (Ball Mustard) and Arabis 
glagra (Tower Mustard), which is classified as an endangered species under the UK Biodiversity 
Action Plan.i Indeed the Canadian Food Inspection document in question states, “The potential for 
introgression of genetic information from C. sativa into other genera is unknown.”  
 
A lack of evidence to prove cross-fertilisation is not the same as evidence to the contrary, and we 
urge Defra to apply the precautionary principle and deny consent for release until further evidence 
of environmental safety is available. 
 
We urge Defra to bear in mind the serious GM contamination, including from allegedly well-
managed trials, that has occurred with Canadian flax, Chinese rice and Mexican land race corn. As 
is well-known now in the case of the GM contamination of US rice supplies, despite 8,700 hours of 
staff time and 396 samples taken, the United States Department of Agriculture’s Animal and Plant 
Health Inspection Service failed to identify how LL601 Bayer Crop Science GM rice, planted in a 
supposedly confined environmental trial, entered the commercial rice supply in 2006 (causing 
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serious disruption to this significant US export for years afterwards).ii   
 
The effectiveness of the trial design was questioned at the open ACRE meeting on 21 February, 
when a committee member suggested that the buffer margins of cereal crops proposed to 
discourage pollinators such as bees may actually backfire if those flying insects that enter the 
cereal buffer are then more attracted to the trial crop, concentrating pollinator interest rather than 
discouraging it. We ask, therefore, for Defra’s reassurance that this issue has been fully explored 
with the applicant and that the proposed netting will be stipulated as a condition if consent to 
release is granted. 
 
Effects of the conferred traits 
The applicant states that for the Omega 3 producing transgenes, “Expression is not observed in 
any other vegetative tissue during the life cycle of the plant,” (Part IV, 15) but offers no data to back 
this up such as how many samples were taken, when and where from, what procedures were 
employed for testing, what specifically was being tested for and at which level. Also no information 
is given about expression in pollen. Given that pollen is the most mobile unit in the trial, it cannot 
be acceptable to offer no information on how the transgenes are expressed in pollen, and we urge 
Defra to deny consent until data with a strong evidence base is produced. 
 
The applicant states that, “The synthesis of these health-beneficial fatty acids has been 
engineered so as to only occur in the seeds of the GM camelina,” because, “Each synthetic coding 
sequence is regulated by an individual seed-specific promoter.” However no evidence is offered as 
to the effect of this approach on the whole plant.  
 
The seed specificity of the inserted promoters is assumed to be absolute, but we see no evidence 
that the applicant has investigated the “leakage” known to occur in response to altered 
chromosomal or genomic location or due to environmental stresses, and we urge Defra to require 
further laboratory tests prior to open release. Even then the promoters may perform differently 
under environmental conditions than they do in the laboratory or greenhouse, so the intended non-
expression of the genes in other parts of the plant should be specifically tested within any open-air 
trial rather than being presented as fact and a limiting factor for risk assessment.  
 
Furthermore the consequences and risks of the expression of either the whole set of inserted 
genes or only some of them in other parts of the plants, as well as the possibility that the DNA 
sequence contains additional regulatory elements (such as enhancers) or contains duons, should 
be assessed before consent is granted for environmental release. Additionally both the inserted 
seed promoters and the constitutive promoters may affect expression of the plant’s own genes. A 
specific point of deliberation should also be the consequences of gene silencing, which is known to 
increasingly occur under environmental stress conditions and also where promoter elements have 
been duplicated, such as NP in event “B” and NP and CNL is event “C”. 
 
The applicant cites a scientific paper (Ruiz-Lopez et al, 2013) in describing the accumulation of 
EPA and DHA in iteration B of the altered C. sativa. However that paper also reports a number of 
other alterations to the lipid composition of transgenic C. sativa, including a very pronounced 
decrease in the accumulation of oleic acid. The applicant fails even to acknowledge these changes 
or account for them in its risk assessment.  
 
The applicant states in its risk assessment, “We anticipate that the conferred trait of improved oil 
composition will provide little or no change in selective advantage,” but offers no references to 
back up this “anticipation”. Without specific research into the question it is surely unwise to rule out 
the possibility that the changes introduced through genetic modification, including the presence of 
the genes enabling the production of long chain Omega 3 fatty acids and unintended changes 
elsewhere in the genome, may result in negative or positive selection advantage. Assumptions are 
not sufficient for a rigorous risk assessment on which decisions will be based. Enhanced spread by 
rodents due to potential preference for the altered seed could, for example, be a selection 
advantage. 
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Similarly the applicant goes on to state, “In the unlikely event of a hybrid being generated [via 
sexual reproduction with wild relative], the presence of EPA and DHA in the seed oil of any such 
progeny will not convey a selectable advantage.” (Part A4, risk assessment summary). However it 
is entirely possible that the altered oil balance would affect (either negatively or positively) the 
attractiveness of the hybrid seed to native fauna due to nutritional or taste differences with 
consequent impact on seed spread and competitiveness with other local species. Indeed there are 
examples in the literature of altered nutrient content in GM crops proving attractive to pests, with 
consequent adverse environmental impacts.iii It is surprising that the applicant has provided no 
evidence from laboratory studies of the impact of altered nutrient content on either pests or 
beneficial insects, and we urge Defra to require such studies before authorising open air trials.   
 
Toxicology, allergenicity and unpredicted effects 
The applicant states that, “Gene donor organisms are not known to be pathogenic or allergenic to 
humans,” but that does not mean that the transferred genetic sequences will not give rise to events 
that cause toxic or allergenic results in the modified organism through regulatory interference, 
interactions with metabolic pathways or other unintended effects. Furthermore genetic modification 
processes, both the actual insertion via agrobacterium and the tissue culture processes, have the 
potential to produce significant unintended and unexpected effects through transformation induced 
mutations (which can lead to disruptions or sequence alterations of genes), novel interactions, up- 
or down-regulating of the plant’s indigenous genes or the activation of sequences previously not 
utilised by the plant, especially when a number of genes are inserted together.iv  
 
The applicant provides no data on insertion site mutations or genome-wide mutations, and the risk 
assessment offers no specific mitigations against unintended effects. Unless Rothamsted 
Research has undertaken a molecular genome-wide sequence comparison with the isogenic 
parental line and can offer this for analysis, the application is not robust enough to ensure public or 
environmental safety. It is not acceptable to consider only the intended effects of the genetic 
modification events.vvi 
 
There is a potential for the production of toxic, allergenic or antinutrient compounds not previously 
associated with C. sativa, so we wonder why the applicant has not carried out toxicity tests on the 
modified C. sativa itself under laboratory conditions.  
 
Food safety and future use 
The applicant is asked in Part VI, 30 to state “the purpose of the release of the genetically modified 
plant, including its initial use and any intention to use it as or in a product in the future”. The 
information provided (that this is a research trial to determine the agronomic performance and yield 
of the genetically modified plant) entirely neglects the second part of the required information. This 
is concerning in its own right, as EU and UK legislation require the disclosure of both initial use and 
intended future use before environmental release.vii It also raises concerns about the risk 
assessment. 
 
The risk assessment cites exclusion from the human and animal food chain as both a minimising 
factor (in estimating likelihood of realisation of hazards) and a mitigation (in modification of 
management strategies to obtain lowest possible risks) of a number of risks, and the applicant 
states directly, “There are no feeding studies planned associated with this trial.” (Part IV, 20) 
However the last item in the applicant’s risk assessment states, “Some small processed samples 
of purified oil may be used for animal feeding experiments.” This inconsistency raises significant 
concern about the focus of the trial and the care with which the application has been presented for 
approval. 
 
Given that any such feeding trials need to be scientifically robust and risk assessed on their own 
terms, we would have expected to see details within this application. Furthermore it cannot be 
acceptable for the applicant to cite exclusion from the food chain so frequently in its risk 
assessment and then leave the door open for feeding trials. 
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Beyond risk, the applicant refers to the fact that the “fish oils” produced by the altered C. sativa are 
“known to help protect against cardiovascular disease”, (Part IV, 13), presumably seeking to widen 
the scope of consideration to include potential public benefit as well as risk. Indeed the project’s 
lead scientist Professor Jonathan Napier was widely quoted in the press earlier this year 
suggesting that the crop could be used as a feed in fish farms. 
 
While the desire to reduce overfishing is a laudable one, growing GM crops to supplement fish 
feed will simply replace one unsustainable model with another. Beyond concerns about land use, 
the health claims made by the applicant have been widely disputed and cannot be considered a 
suitable motivation to balance against the risks of the proposed open-air trial. The 2009 Cochrane 
Review concluded, “There is not enough evidence to say that people should stop taking rich 
sources of Omega 3 fats, but further high quality trials are needed to confirm the previously 
suggested protective effect of Omega 3 fats for those at increased cardiovascular risk.”viii Going 
further a British Heart Foundation-funded international analysis of 72 separate studies published 
this week “found insufficient evidence to support guidelines that advise eating more foods 
containing polyunsaturated fats (such as Omega 3 and Omega 6) to reduce heart risk”.ix 
 
Antibiotic resistance marker gene 
Defra policy states, “The protection of human health and the environment are our overriding 
priorities,” so we urge the department to deny consent for this trial in order to protect the health of 
vulnerable people from the impact of antibiotic resistance. 
 
One iteration of the GM camelina includes the antibiotic resistance marker gene nptll, which 
confers resistance to kanamycin. Although the applicant cites EFSA endorsement of nptll, the EU 
has said since 2008 that markers for antibiotic resistance may have “adverse effects on human 
health and the environment” and should be phased out (EU Directive 2011/18 Article 4.3).  
 
The applicant sidesteps the effects of antibiotic resistance under Part IV, 19, (“Information on any 
toxic, allergenic or other harmful effects on human health arising from the genetic modification”) by 
focusing on the non-toxic nature of the protein itself, rather than its effect of inducing antibiotic 
resistance saying, “The protein encoded by the gene (nptll) has been shown to be bio-safe, non-
toxic and poses no risk to human or animal health.” In fact the presence and expression of this 
gene presents clear potential risks to both human and animal health. 
 
Kanamycin is in current clinical use for serious bacterial infections including tuberculosis, which is 
on the rise is many UK communities. It is used in cases where other antibiotics have failed due to 
pathogen resistance, so while it may not be in frequent use its medicinal use is both vital and 
significant.  
 
The applicant’s risk assessment describes Kanamycin as of minor relevance, but the European 
Medicines Agency Committee for Medicinal Products for Veterinary Use and Committee for 
Medicinal Products for Human Use “conclude that neomycin and kanamycin are of importance for 
veterinary and human use and that their current and potential future use cannot be classified as of 
no or only minor therapeutic relevance”.x    
 
Kanamycin may not be the antibiotic most often prescribed by your local GP, but to those suffering 
from antibiotic-resistant strains of TB and other life-threatening infections, it is a lifeline that must 
not be undermined.  
 
Conclusion 
In conclusion we have raised a number of serious concerns about trial design, risk assessment 
and missing information within the application. Significantly the applicant has not proved that the 
genetic modifications undertaken will do no harm and unless they do, we must be assured that no 
propagules of GM S. sativa can escape. The open-air field trial as designed and outlined in this 
application does not offer such a reassurance as gene flow is possible via either seed or pollen.  
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We therefore urge Defra to deny consent at this time. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Liz O’Neill    
Director, GM Freeze 
 
Ricarda Steinbrecher   Eve Mitchell   Jane O’Meara 
Co-Diredtor    EU Food Policy Advisor GM-Free Dorset 
EcoNexus     Food & Water Europe  
 
Nic Lampkin    Peter Lundgren  Peter Melchett 
Executive Director   PC & RA Lundgren  Policy Director 
The Organic Research Centre     The Soil Association  
 
Lawrence Woodward 
Whole Organic Plus and GM Education 
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